FE Report May 2018
In the spring term 5 more members of staff in the FE team completed their TITAN training. This has
been invaluable in helping the pupils who are working hard towards their TITAN white, red and
amber tests in July.
Three further pupils took part in some external work placements with PS & LH
taking part in a health and safety induction at Ben Burgess and then spending
the day there on May 10th helping in the garden machinery department to
service a ride on lawn mower.

AA has completed 2 sessions selling programmes at the Theatre Royal and hopes to continue to
develop his money & communication skills through this opportunity on further dates this term.
This brings the number of pupils to 6, who have experienced external work awareness or work
placements this year.
All our leavers have now had confirmation that they have places at the colleges of their choice,
with 7 pupils heading to CCN and 1 to SENSE. KH has arranged an excellent programme of
transition with the tutor at CCN for the pupils moving onto the PMLD department. This is now well
under way with weekly visits. RH has also arranged monthly transition visits for RC who is going to
SENSE.
Below are reports from individual classes.
Form AG
The spring term was a hive of activity with lots of extra activities supplementing the main timetable.
On the 8th February all the pupils took part in Safer Internet Day, learning important lessons about
how to stay safe online.
At the start of March the pupils learnt about the holy Hindu festival of Holi and chose to mark the
spring awakening and this celebration of colour by either planting bright bedding in pots or
decorating cakes with colourful designs. This tied in with their current PSD module on Making the
most of their leisure time.
On the 8th March we visited the Careers & Skills Fair at the Norfolk
Showground, giving all the pupils the opportunity to engage with employers
and representatives from colleges to find out about future courses and
careers.

On the 20th March the class took part in a litter picking afternoon supporting ‘The
Friends of Eaton Park’. Prior to this activity they had completed the Environmental
Awareness module of the PSD course and were keen to do something to help the
environment. They also used the opportunity to learn about other volunteering
options in Norwich and how these can be stepping stones into work. The pupils
are going to continue to work with ‘The Friends of Eaton Park’ to collect books and
DVDs for their fund raising sales in June and July.

April saw 6 pupils from Class AG take part in the Residential at Horstead. It was an amazing
experience for them all with pupils taking part in climbing and zip wire rides, bushcraft, archery and
canoeing as well as several other activities.

Form KH
Form KH are working hard to make items ready to sell on our stall in September. We have lots of
ideas to work on - cable reel table/seats, bottle decorating and wood work.
We also have gardening projects to work on - we have entered a competition that will be judged at
the Norfolk Show and the Norwich in Bloom competitions - we won tallest sunflower last year!
Some of our leavers are participating in transition sessions with City College.

Form RH
• At the end of this half term students will have completed their ASDAN Personal Progress unit:
Developing Self Awareness and Engaging in the world around you: therapies. This will give all
students a total of 14 credits including their units from last year which means they will achieved
the Personal Progress Certificate.
• Two students are continuing to work on their White Level TITAN training to be assessed in July.
• One student has made excellent progress on Towards Independence Developing Numeracy
Skills: Introduction and has completed elements of the two sections required.
• Transition is under way for the two students leaving this year and both have already visited their
new settings to meet staff and take part in activities.
• The MSI teacher is involved in transition with Jay to support with the highly personalised
approached required.

• The rebound therapy programme continues with two students in the group and both students are
making progress.
• We continue to link once a week with both secondary Pre-formal classes on a Thursday
afternoon for a trip to the park for ASDAN and TITAN work.

